
CHAPTER SECOND.

ACALEPHS AS A CLASS.

SECTION I.

MODE OF DETEBUG THE NATURAL LIMITS OF THE CLASS.

Am what has been said, in. the first volume of this 'work, respecting systems

in Zoölov, it is hardly necessary to repeat here, that no arbitrary arrangement

of animals can ever constitute a natural classification. Were it

not so, every naturalist might present an arrangement suited to

his individual views, and for 'which he 'would have as much

authority as any one else. The absurdity of such a view, when

clearly stated, is at once obvious. And yet most classifications

have no better foundation for their details than a vague

//

\\ feeling of appropriateness in the minds of Fig. 2.
()

class of Acalephs, however, has presented

L
particular difficulties to systematic writers;

and it is not too much to say, that there
PILIAGIA CTh2EL.LA,

Par. and LeS. are no two naturalists, conversant with the
Umbrella. -rn in Mouth animals belonging to this type, who agree in

\tentacles,or arms; Oio pro.
longation of the angles 01 their arrangement of them. Nay, the Em-
the mouth.-ti Margtnni
tentacles, its of this class are by no means clearly

determined; for, while some unite under that name only the HYDnACTnI4t rOLYCUrt, Ag.
free moving gelatinous Radiata (Fig. 1), others would asso- an Sterile IndlvIdualL-b Fertile

ciate with them a number of pcdtmculated individuals and
Individual, producing male MO
dua.- d Cluster or male Mo-

fixed communities of animals somewhat allied to Polyps (-Thu.
dusn. -00 Proboscis, VIUi the
Mouth at the apex.-' EIoDptU(1

2), and actually united with Polyps by some naturalists. tentacles of the sterile individu-

Again, some refer to the class of Polyps all the compound
als; In the lbrtilu ono b, they O
simpleknobs upon the proboscis 0.

-

FIg. 1.
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